
contolling the resizing of the lightbox
Posted by davidfowkes - 2011/04/04 18:13
_____________________________________

Hi,
I am using fancybox to show off images of art work done by a client of mine. It is working well but I am trying to put a grey
border around the image using the CSS in fancybox.css.

The border is fine until I reduce window size on the browser, when I lose the top border. Can I control the extent of the
resizing of the light box somehow? so that it is a slightly smaller proportion of the avalable window thatn at present and
therefore the top border is not lost?

Also, the client wants the forward and back buttons to appear all the time which I have achieved with the CSS but this 
causes both buttons to appear on opening up the first image in a gallery for the first time. Is there a way to adjust this so
that only the forward button appears - as it does on second opening??

the site is www.franziskaschenk.co.uk
the galleries are in the art section eg
http://www.franziskaschenk.co.uk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=30&Itemid=11

Finally , is there a simple way to apply different borders to the lightbox - for different instances -ie different galleries need
different borders ?

============================================================================

Re:contolling the resizing of the lightbox
Posted by admin - 2011/04/05 07:52
_____________________________________

Hello,

1. Add the next CSS rule to site template CSS file that fix top border:


DIV#fancybox-wrap
{
 margin-top:0;
}


2. We will investigate the problem with navigation buttons and report about results soon.

3. It requires modification of the extension, that it adds specific CSS class to lightbox container or to  tag.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:contolling the resizing of the lightbox
Posted by admin - 2011/04/05 10:12
_____________________________________

About the problem with navigation buttons, add the next CSS rule:


#fancybox-left,
#fancybox-right
{
 display: none;
}


Regards,
ARI Soft
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